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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most serious complications in testing quantum chromodynamics is the 

presence of power-law suppressed contributions.’ There are numerous dynamical and 

kinematical sources of such terms: finite mass corrections, transverse momentum smear- 

ing effects, resonance contributions, low relative velocity threshold effects, endpoint in- 

tegration region corrections, contributions from initial and final state interactions among 

the active and spectator constituents, multiple-scattering processes2 [see Fig. l(a)], 

pinch singularities, interference contributions from different subprocesses [see Fig. l(b)], 

higher-particle number subprocesses such as “direct” meson reactions3 and exclusive 

channel contributions. In some cases, such as deep inelastic scattering, the power-law 

terms directly correspond to higher twist contributions in the operator product expan- 

sion.14 In addition there are power-law suppressed nonperturbative contributions unique 

to non-Abelian theory from vacuum fluctuations (instantons)5 and-effects related to 

confinement and jet fragmentation. 

Empirically, the power-law suppressed contributions can camouflage the logarithmic 

scale-violating behavior predicted by QCD for the leading twist contributions. This 

is a particularly serious problem in the analysis of deep inelastic structure functions 

at moderate Q2." One of the reasons the value of the scale constant As of QCD is 

so difficult to determine unambiguously is that the kinematic region most sensitive to 

the parameterization of as(Q2) is th e same region where the higher twist terms are 

large. In some cases, higher twist contribut,ions can actually dominate the leading twist 

contributions. For example, meson structure functions and fragmentation functions 

near the x-1 kinematic limit are predicted in perturbative QCD to have the nominal 

behavior (ignoring logarithmic corrections)‘l’ 
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where the scale X is set by the hadronic wave function. Thus the higher twist term can 

dominate for 

(l-x)+. (1.2) 

In the case of single particle hadron production at large transverse momentum in 

hadron collisions, “higher twist” direct processes such as gq+Mq ’ can dominate the 

usual hard scattering process contributions qq-+qq, gq-+gq etc. at moderate pi because 

of the “trigger bias” suppression against processes requiring jet fragmentation. Such 

power-suppressed terms may help to account fo; the power-law scaling behavior observed 

for pT<8GeV/c in the FNAL-ISR energy regime [dcr/d3p/E-py8 f(xT, tl,.,.) for 

meson production, -pF12 f (XT, f&, .) for proton production], and the strong charge - 
correlations observed between the trigger particle and away side jet particles. 10 

-. 

Although higher twist power-suppressed contributions are usually regarded as unwel- 

come complications in QCD phenomenology, we will take the view here that such effects 

should be isolated and studied as novel and interesting probes of hadronic dynamics. 

Among the coherence effects which can be studied are (1) the multiparticle correlations 

of the hadronic wave functions, (2) the analytic connections between semi-inclusive and 

exclusive phenomena, (3) color transparency eIIects in semi-exclusive reactions, and (4) 

novel forms of QCD evolution. 

In the next sections we will review a convenient calculat,ional framework for higher 

twist processes and discuss their phenomenological consequences, especially in massive 

lepton pair production.*’ 
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2. PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS 

Contributions to inclusive processes which are analyzable in perturbative QCD -. 

can be organized in terms of a hard-scattering expansion l2 da- C, Gn Qp d&,, where 

the overall power-law scaling behavior of each (quasi-on-shell) subprocess cross section 

da,(Q) in the momentum transfer Q is controlled by the number of elementary fields 

experiencing the momentum transfer [see Fig. 2(a)]. The nominal scaling behavior in 

Q-2 is given by the dimensional counting rules. The Gn are probability distributions 

computed from the hadronic wave functions. Equivalently, one can use the operator 

product expansion to identify the basic short distance subprocesses; the QCD equations 

of motion are then used to eliminate derivatives corresponding to k~ smearing and 

off-shell effects in favor of operators which correspond to near on-shell multiparticle 

scattering processes.13 A consistent operator basis which can eventually lead to a solu- 

tion of the operator mixing problem and full QCD evolution structure of leading and 

power suppressed contributions is given in Ref. 13. 

A central question in QCD is the nature of corrections due to nonperturbative 

effects, whether from hadronic wave functions, fragmentation processes, instantons, or 

other effects due to the nonperturbative vacuum. The nonperturbative elects could 

be sufficiently singular to give important power-law suppressed contributions or modify 

the evolution of higher twist contributions.14 From a phenomenological point of view, 

analyses of jet data are strongly dependent o.u the models used for fragmentation 

distributions,15 leading to variations of order f50% in the magnitude of Qg extracted 

from e+e--, 3 jet even&l6 In addition, as shown by Gupta and Quinn,l’ the standard 

picture of jet hadronization cannot be correct if all quark masses are large compared to 

the QCD scale A. Thus there must be a hidden analytic dependence on the quark mass 
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beyond what is indicated by perturbation theory. 

-. 

The general question of nonperturbative effects is thus a central problem for cal- 
- . 

culating higher twist terms. In this review we will focus on multiparticle scattering 

contributions whose leading power-law behavior is unaffected by mass and scalar inser- 

tions so that perturbation theory could be reliable. In addition, in many cases we will be 

able to avoid many questions of nonperturbative effects by evaluating the higher twist 

contribution in terms of measured quantities, such as the meson form factor. 

The basic dynamical structure of the required multiparticle scattering amplitudes 

and their hadronic matrix elements follows immediately from the formalism given in 

Ref. 18 for exclusive scattering amplitudes. Hadronic matrix elements are given by the 

convolution of a multiquark/gluon hard scattering subprocess amplitude T’ with the 

QCIJ Fock state wave functions of the hadrons $J(~~(x’, zi) defined at equal r = t + z 

on the light-cone. For example, the higher twist subprocess-y + (qq)+q + q which gives 

a contribution to the cross section for 7 + p-Jet + Jet + X can be written in the form 

[see Fig. 2(b); (I = active; s = spectator] 

M(n) = / 
@II2 < Q2 

~(d2k’-idx”)$&(xa, “1; x8, ICI) 
a 

x Tjg(xa, &)6(x xa - xA)a2(C 'cl - ?i$ 

(24 

where T’( x0, Q) is the connected hard scattering amplitude for 7 +- (qq)A+q + 

q computed for the ‘active” quarks collinear with the incident proton, and $(&,)(x", “1; x8, ky ) 

is an n-particle proton Fock state defined at equal r which contains the two active quarks 

as well as “spectator” quarks and gluons. By the definition of TH, the transverse momen- 

tum of the active constituents is limited internally in $JQ to Icy < Q2. The contribu- 



tions from (kT)2 > Q2 are contained in TH(x~, Q); in fact, since all the virtual legs in 

TH are hard, TH(z~, Q) can be expanded in perturbation theory in powers of as(Q). 

The form (2.1) is of course generalizable to multihadron processes. 

The amplitude A!(,) in Eq. (2.1) is dependent on the wave function for finding all the 

active quarks at impact separation 61 -O( l/Q) and light-cone momentum fractions 

xa. The subprocess cross section is then computed by squaring MC,), integrating over 

the spectator momenta, and summing over the contributing Fock states TJJ(~). The net 

result for the yp -+JetX cross section is thus a series of the nominal form [13,,.~(7r/2), 

XT = @PT/fi b-‘-II 

+ . . . 

where X2 is the hadronic scale controlled by the correlation of the active quarks in the 

wave function. Despite their faster fall-off in pi, the power suppressed contributions 

can become important at the edge of phase space x~+l, since a large fraction of the 

incident hadron momentum is carried by the active constituents. Rules for counting the 

powers of p$ and (l- XT) including modifications due to spin mismatch are given in 

Ref. 19. 
-. 



3. DIRECT HIGHER TWIST PROCESSES 

One of the most interesting examples of higher twist phenomena is the set of 

“direct” processes in which all of the valence quarks of a hadron participate in the 

hard scattering process.31g120-22 An example [see Fig. 3(a)] is the subprocess ;7ng+qij 

which produces large pi jets in np collisions without associated hadron production in the 

forward fragmentation direction; i.e., the pion’s momentum is completely consumed in 

the hard-scattering reaction. Direct hadron reactions are analogous to direct or prompt 

photon processes. The entire Fock state at small impact parameter appears in the hard 

scattering reaction without accompanying collinear hadronic radiation. 23 

The required wave function for calculating a direct hadron subprocess amplitude is 

the “distribution amplitude” 

(3.1) 

where $7~ is the lowest particle number iqq) or Iqqq) Fock state amplitude. The distribu- 

tion amplitude, originally defined for exclusive processes,18 is the probability amplitude 

for finding the valence quarks of a hadron at small impact separation 61-l/&. 

The jet cross section based on the rDg-+qij (and rDq+gq) subprocess in Fig. 3 can 

be absolutely normalized in terms of the pion form factor since the same integral of the 

pion distribution amplitude appears in each case. Averaging over color the subprocess 

cross sections are3 
-. 

and 
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i.e., 

da( rDp+Jet + Jet + X) a: Fn(p$) da{ lead&ng twist) , W) 

independent (in leading order) of a,(&) and the pion wave function. 

The direct process thus scales as (do/d3p/E)-p?” f (XT, e,,.). It is experimen- 

tally identifiable by conservation of the p+ = p” + p3 components between the pion 

and jet fragments, and the close transverse momentum balance of the high pi jets. No 

spectator jet emerges along the beam axis direction. Observation of the these unique 

events at the predicted rate is important since it tests the basic principle that a pion has 

a nonzero probability to exist as a q and p Fock amplitude with small transverse separa- 

tion. In the case of nuclear target reactions, e.g. TrDA+qijX, the valence state with 

blxO( l/p~) should penetrate the nuclear volume without elastic or inelastic hadronic 

interactions. The absence of induced reaction in the nucleus for the direct processes thus ._ - 
tests the idea of “color transparency”, i.e., color singlet states of vanishing radius have 

no strong interactions.24 

The corresponding direct baryon induced reaction based on the subprocess pDq-+@ 

is shown in Fig. 3(c). The cross section for PDp+Jet + Jet + X scales roughly as 

FP(p$) times the leading twist cross section and gives a measure of the valence amplitude 

of the antiproton. Similarly, the amplitude for finding three quarks in the proton at 

small separation together with a pionic spectator (qp) system in the Fock state can 

be measured by an analogous process p~pdppnX. The normalization of such higher 

Fock state components is required to compute the amplitude for baryon decay in grand 

unified theories2’ 

-. 
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In the case of hadron production at large pi, the direct subprocesses gq-‘rDQ [see 

Fig. 4(a)] and @-tnDg produce pions unaccompanied by other hadrons on the trigger 

side. These pT6 Q CD processes are again absolutely normalized’ in terms of the meson 

form factor, and for certain regions of phase space (moderate pi, large XT) can dominate 

jet fragmentation processes. More generally, an entire set of hadrons and resonances can 

be produced by the direct subprocesses (gq+M*q, q+M*g, qq-+B*ij, qB*qB*, etc) 

and can constitute a serious background to leading twist single particle cross sections. 

Since the hadron valence state interacts directly at small constituent separation, the 

directly produced hadrons have no final state interactions or accompanying collinear 

radiation to leading order in l/p+. 

Detailed, absolutely normalized QCD predictions have -also been worked out for the 

directmeson production of high transverse momentum prompt photons20-22 and lepton 

pairs8y21j26 [see Fig. 4(b)], and direct photon production of high transverse momentum 

prompt mesons.20-22 In each of these cases the higher twist contribution can be a 

significant contribution compared to the standard leading twist result and is a useful 

probe of QCD dynamics. 

A similar analysis can be given for direct meson production at large transverse 

momentum relative to the quark jet axis in e + e -+Qq+qM [see Fig. 4(c)]. The tail 

of the meson production distribution is of the form27 

(3.5) 

from qpg jet fragmentation and qpM higher twist contributions respectively. The 

direct meson contribution thus has a kl power-law fall-off rather than the Gaussian 

parameterization usually assumed for q-q + M fragmentation. The power-law higher 
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twist background summed over all hadrons and resonances may not be large in mag- 

nitude,21P28 but it could imply that the probability of three jet e+e--‘qpg leading 

twist events and thus aJ(Q2) has been overestimated in standard perturbative analyses. 

4. HIGHER TWIST CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS 

An important test of QCD dynamics is the behavior of the quark and gluon dis- 

tribution functions of hadrons at light-cone fraction z-1. The distribution functions 

can be conveniently defined in terms of the light-cone Fock state wave functions 29 

ky<Q2 
1$$+i,k~)~2 c S(x”-zj) (4.1) 

j=a 

integrated over all unobserved momenta and summed over all Fock states. (The Cj is 
-- 

over all constituents of type a in the Fock state n.) In the endpoint region xawl the 

- wavefunction is evaluated far off-shell: 

t!n = ki-m: =M2 
Xa -2 

j= 1 

kt+m2 

x 1 
--l-J2 

za:1 l-x, (4.2) 
i 

provided (“1 + m2)+- p2 is nonzero. It is thus reasonable to compute the leading 

xa-+l behavior from perturbative, hard-gluon exchange diagrams. The nominal power- 

law behavior computed from the valence Fock state is3* 

G,/p(4- 
(1- x)3 parallel quark, proton helicities 

(l-x)5 antiparallel quark, proton h,elicities 
(4.3) 

and 
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The higher Fock states either give QCD evolution corrections (radiation from active 

quark) or higher power-law fall-off contributions at 2-1. 

One can also identify another contribution31 to the distribution functions at ~~-1 

from the soft integration region (kt);+<O(l - xa)p2. Note that in this region en 

is nearly on-shell if the quark mass terms can be neglected. Integration over the phase 

space of the spectator quarks then gives 

GaIH( x)-( I- x)~““-%“( x) (4.5) 

where n, is the number of spectators i # a in the valence Fock state. The function 

FH(x) presumably gives additional fall-off due to the behavior of the wave function 
- 

for small spectator momentum, but it is incalculable in perturbation theory. The 

SLAC-Yale32 measurements of the quark spin correlation in deep inelastic polarized e-p 

scattering, however, gives support for the dominance of the perturbative contributions, 

Eq. (4.3). 

-. 

The perturbative analyses of structure functions in the endpoint region can be 

justified in detail using the operator product expansion or from the light-cone pertur- 

bation theory formalism used to derive QCD evolution equations for the distribution 

amplitude.18 We assume that the nonperturbative wave function falls offrapidly in the 

endpoint region. For large o&shell energies we can then calculate the valence wave func- 

tion from the leading behavior of the interaction kernel in the wave function equation 

of motion. For example, for the meson wave function at x-1, c2--kH/(1 - x) and 

to leading order in cr8(c2) 

11 



&4x, kl) = Q-$hh(rq)CF /ox dy:)( 1+ &) 
I P-6) 

+ [x-o - 4 , Y-4 - Y)l 

where CF = 4/3. Thus for (2 ~1) we have the (absolutely normalized) contribution 

to the meson struct,ure function 

The infrared divergence at y+x in the valence wave function (4.6), as defined in 

the light-cone gauge (A + = 0), cancels in the meson structure function (4.7) when - 

one includes a corresponding contribution from soft-gluon radiation. In addition, QCD 

radiative corrections lead to the further logarithmic evolution of Gq,~(x, Q2) at large 

Q 2.30y33 Equation (4.7) gives the contribution to the structure funct,ion from large off- 

shell energy 1~21 = kt/(l - z), i.e., kt > 1~21(1- x). 

Alternatively, we can compute the deep inelastic structure functions of a meson at 

x-1 from the convolution of $z(y,j~-) and the T’(qQ + r*+q + ij) hard scattering 

amplitude, as in Eq. (2.1) [see Fig. 5(a)]. 

where 

. 
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We have chosen the frame (p* = p” f p3) 

P?r = (P+,P-, PJj = P ( +,$h) 

Q = bz+, q-7 QJ = (0, y%iy) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

with -q2 = Q2 = ql, x = Q2/2p * q, and z = e/p+. To leading order in 

dplcl- )I z the important region of integration in the wave function is jt /(y( l- 

- Y)) -fc qc41 - 417 which together with wavefunction renormali%ation, is absorbed 

into the meson distribution amplitude. In addition, to this order T-,q~+~p can be 

computed from the lowest order tree graphs with the incident q and ij collinear with 

The leading behavior of the meson structure functions can then be comput,ed from 

I@+ = (P+P+/P * q)F2, WV- = (Q2/x2p+p+)F~, and F2 = 2x(F1 + FL). We 

obtain (x-1) 

-. 

#(x, Q2) = c e; x Gq/&) 9 (4.11) 

where Gq,M is again given by (4.7) and34 [W2 = (1- x)Q~/x] 
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Fp(x,Q2) =c2e;- 
9 

x2 i"~[/,'~2cF~~(~)~(Y,~)] 
Q2 p 

= c de2FM(e2)c-Fs(e2) . 
9 

(4.12) 

In the case of the longitudinal structure function of the meson, we have eliminated the 

distribution amplitude 4 in favor of the meson form factor (to leading order in cr8): 

where e2&i/( 1 - x). 

The result (4.12) gives an absolutely normalized contribution Fp-x2X2/Q2 to 

the longitudinal meson structure function which will dominate the normal leading twist 

transverse contribution Fl-( 1 - x)~ at large x for Iixed W2.35p36 In rough magnitude 

X2 N 0.1 GeV2. It is interesting to note that in light-cone perturbation theory and 

A+ = 0 gauge, the x-+1 contribution to Fp is given entirely by an instantaneous 

fermion contribution [see Fig. 5(a)], i.e., an effectively local photon-gluon coupling. 

Since the instantaneous fermion does not radiate gluons, this contribution does not 

evolve to lower x in the standard way. In a sense the Q2Fp contribution is similar 

to the point-like Born driving term in the photon-structure functioq3’ although the 

operator mixing structure for FF is evidentally more complicated.38 

5. PHENOMEJNOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES 

The dominance of the higher twist longitudinal structure function of mesons in 

the endpoint region is a striking prediction of &CD. This result has implications8 for 
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a number of observable processes MB-+&X, tTB-+f?MX, e+e-+MX, and H + 

H-tMX. In each case the effective meson distribution or fragmentation functions 

have the form 

x2 G,/M(x)-(1 - X)~ + - 
Q2 

and 

x2 &flq( +-‘( 1 - z)2 + - 
Q2 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

where the (1 - x)~ and X2/Q2 terms are associated with transverse and longitudinal 

currents, respectively. Evidence for dominance of the longitudinal current at large z 

has been reported in a Gargamelle analysis 39 . of the quark fragmentation functions in 

vp+r+~-X. In e+e- annihilation the leading meson at z N 1 should have a sin26 

angular distribution relative to the beam direction. 40 

In the case of the Drell-Yan process the cross section has the angular form8 

167r da 
3 dcos6dg5 

= uT( 1 + cos2e) + q&n28 + uLTcOS&idCOS~ (5.3) 

-. 

where 0 and C#J specify the lepton direction in the virtual photon center-of-mass with 

the z-axis along the meson beam. With the definitions implied by (5.3), the total lepton 

pair cross section is cr = UT + (1/2)a~. I n g eneral, a fourth term is present in the 

angular distribution proportional to sin20 ~0~24. This term is not enhanced relative 

to UT by the high twist efiect we investigate here. For large x = x1, the contributions 

corresponding to Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) predict 

X2X2 
flTK(l- x)2 , uLa:-- 

Q2 
(5.4) 
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with the normalization given in Eqs. (4.7), (4.11) and (4.12). Although UL can be 

absolutely normalized to the meson form factor, a~ depends in detail on the shape of 

the distribution amplitude. If qb(y)K6(y - 4) (the weak binding approximation) then8 

UL ws)z2(q) -= 
CT (1 - x)2&2 (5.5) 

where (ki) is defined as the mean photon transverse momentum in dcrT/dki for 

Mq-vy*q. In general the longitudinal contribution should become visible when the 

measured meson structure function G,/M(x, Q) ( or ra mentation function) becomes f g 

of the order of the predicted size of the higher twist contribution X2/Q2 with X2 = 

O(O.1 GeV2). 

The present data41p42 for nN+GX are shown in Fig. 6 in terms of the parameter 

Cr = (CT - flL)/(bT + a~). A model prediction, assuming (kl)ml GeV2 in Eq. 

- (5.5) is also shown for comparison, although this is likely an overestimate of the QCD 

effect. The results from the two available measurements unfortunately disagree on the 

presence of a longitudinal component at large xl. A third experiment, currently running 

at FNAL, should provide a definite test. 

The interference contribution ~LT gives additional sensitivity to the longitudinal 

current signaled by the sin20 COS$ dependence. We find8 from just the tree graphs 

CrLT = dm. However, as emphasized recently by Pire and Ralston 43 this contribu- 

tion is sensitive to the phase w between the longitudinal and transverse currents: 

ULT = dm COSW . (5.6) 

We also note that this (1 - z)/Q contribution should be observable in the e+e-+MX 

distribution at z-1 and moderate Q2, and in CN4’MX. 
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We can also use the transverse momentum dependence of the virtual photon relative 

to the pion direction to further discriminate the leading and higher twist contributions. 

From Eqs. (4.7) and (4.13) we see 

dUT il-- x)~ 
dQ”1- --Gl 

duL - x2 

’ dQ2, Q2Qt ’ 
P-7) 

i.e., the higher twist longitudinal contribution has the same power-law fall-off in &I as 

that obtained from gluon jet recoil. The absolutely normalized longitudinal subprocess 

cross sections for rq+@q (color averaged) in the kinematic region Qt < Q2 is 

1 duL(Mq4Y$) = 8 . cr,(i)a2e~ F,(i) sin28 .-. 
r did&2 dcoie 9 Q4 Q2 4a (5.8) 

where 2 = (~6 -p,J2 = -Qf/(l - xl). The transverse cross section depends, again, 
._ - 

in detail on the form of the meson distribution amplitude: 

- = P- X1J2Q2 ,l + r(x1)12 . dUT 
dUL 4x:Qt 

Here 

r(xl) = lo’ dY [dY)l(l - YWh - Y + 41 

Ji dY P(YMl - Y)l 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

where .I; dy 4(y) = (l/‘&F)f c II is normalized to the pion decay constant. Note that 

the UT contribution contains an integral over a Glauber singularity from the initial 

state interaction diagrams [Fig. 5(c)]. Th ere is also a corresponding contribution (at 

&I = 0) from the interference diagrams [Fig. 5(d)]. A more general analysis of such 

contributions including non-Abelian effects is given in Ref. 44. 
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Finally, we note that the Ff contribution is dependent on the valence wave function 

at small impact separation and is thus only sensitive to a relatively compact part of the 

meson wave function. Such small Fock components should have relatively negligible 

color interactions, suffering little effect from initial state induced radiation or transverse 

momentum smearing. As in the case of all the direct hadron-induced reactions discussed 

in this talk, there should be no associated central region multiplicity induced by collisions 

in the nuclear target. 

- . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Examples of higher twist dynamical processes (a) multiple scattering multijet produc- 

tion in pp collisions; and (b) interference (eaeb) contribution to deep inelastic 

lepton-proton scattering. 

2. Examples of multiparticle higher twist reactions. In each case the hard scatter- 

ing subprocesses can be computed perturbatively. The lightcone wave functions 

$(xi, kli) provide the required hadron distributions. 

3. Examples of direct hadron higher twist reactions: (a) ng-tqij, (b) aq+gq, and (c) 

qji-Gj?j. In each case the valence Fock state enters directly in the hard scattering 

subprocess. 

4. (a) Direct high pi meson production via gq-mq. (b) Higher twist contribution 

to high PT direct photon and lepton pairs via nq+y*q. (c) and (d) Leading and 

higher twist contributions to the transverse momentum distribution of direct mesons 

relative to the quark jet in e+e- annihilation. 

5. (a) Calculation of higher twist contribution to the pion structure functions at 

x+1. The vertical quark propagator in the last figure indicates instanteous fer- 

mion propagation in light-cone quantization. (b), (c) and (d): The corresponding 

contribution to lepton pair production ~rp-+@X at large x1. Diagram (c) contains 

an initial state Glauber contribution. Diagram (d) is the unitarity counter term to 

(4. 

6. Data for the (1 + acos20) distribution measured in R-N-+&X reactions as a 

function of the p momentum fraction xl, where 6 is the lepton angle relative to 

the pion beam in the 7 * cm. The CIP and NA3 data are from Refs. 41 and 42, 
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respectively. The dotted line is the higher twist prediction Eq. (5.5) with (kt) = 

1 GeV2. 
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